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CoreNet Global Carolinas Seeks Artists to Design CORE Awards Trophy 
Proposals due by Aug. 5 

 

     
 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. – July 26, 2019 – CoreNet Global Carolinas – a professional association dedicated 
to the advancement of the corporate real estate industry – is calling all artists to submit trophy 
designs for its annual CORE Awards. 
 
Known as the CORE Awards Spires, trophy design submissions will feature the CORE Awards’ four-
tower logo using the mediums and stylistic approach distinctive to that of proposing artists. The 
winning artist will receive monetary compensation, exposure at the CORE Awards and a ticket to the 
event. The deadline for the trophy design proposal is Monday, Aug. 5. 
 
“The award design should have a connection to the Carolinas while also being unique and aligned 
with the CORE Awards brand and logo,” said Christopher Kubala, MCR, director at CBRE and chair of 
the CORE Awards. “We look forward to continuing our tradition of having an artist create a beautiful 
memento for our 2019 CORE Awards winners.” 
 
The Fourth Annual CORE Awards will take place on Wednesday, Nov. 6 at the Ritz-Carlton Charlotte. 
The program recognizes corporate real estate individuals, projects and programs that are “Changing 
the Carolinas!” 
 
For information about the trophy design Request for Proposal, visit: 
http://bit.ly/COREAwardsTrophy. For questions, contact Laura Sharpe at 704-724-6526 or 
lkbsharpe@gmail.com.  
 
About CoreNet Global Carolinas 
CoreNet Global Carolinas, a regional chapter of CoreNet Global, serves corporate real estate 
professionals in North and South Carolina. The association is dedicated to advancing the practice of 
corporate real estate through professional development opportunities, publications, research, 
conferences, and chapters and networking groups. To learn more, please visit 
http://carolinas.corenetglobal.org.  
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